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“Data  structure histories”  









Data structure histories



Primitive operations 
for “dictionnaries” data structure:

add or delete any elements, asking questions (with 
positive or negative answer)



number of choices for each
primitive operations





quadratic  algebra
operators

and  orthogonal  polynomials





this corresponds to the  n!
“restricted Laguerre histories”

this valuation corresponds to the  (n+1)!
“enlarged Laguerre histories”
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PASEP  
and

orthogonal  polynomials





Askey-Wilson



(2010)

S. Corteel, R. Stanley, D. Stanton, L. Williams (2010)

partition  function Z
as a sum of certain weights of «staircase tableaux»
or  as the moments of the Askey-Wilson polynomials

alternating tableaux with two colors for the blue and for the red cells, 
plus two colors for each edges of the border of the Ferrers diagram

2  n!
n

The number of  alternating tableaux with two colors for the blue and for 
the red cells is 



The  quadratic algebra
for the tableaux interpreting

the moments of the
Askey-Wilson polynomials



combinatorial  proof  of  identities



Mehler  identity



Askey-Wilson  integral













continued  fractions

P. Flajolet  (1980)
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http://web.mac.com/xgviennot/Xavier_Viennot

xgv: Une  théorie  combinatoire des polynômes orthogonaux
Notes de cours, 217p., LACIM, UQAM, Montréal, 1984  
(in french)

see the page:   «livres»  

also  on the page  «petite école», 
 a  series  of  lectures  with  slides  given  at  LaBRI, Bordeaux, 
in 2006/2007   (mixture of french and english)

more  the  website  of  xgv:


